1. Call to Order

2. Roll Call

3. Public Comment
   
   Individuals are reminded that public comments should be limited to item over which the City
   Commission has supervision, control jurisdiction, or advisory power (MCA 2-3-202)

4. Consent Items
   
   A. APPROVE MINUTES FROM MAY 2, 2023, REGULAR MEETING. Pg. 4
   
   
   C. APPROVE APPLICATION FOR RESERVED PARKING SPACE FOR DISABLED RESIDENT A.
      LEWIS. Pg. 26
   
   D. SPECIAL EXCEPTION REQUEST FOR HAWKES GRADUATION PARTY/BBQ ON JUNE 3,
      2023. Pg. 36
   
   E. CONSIDER LIVINGSTON AREA CHAMBER REQUEST TO REDUCE STREET CLOSURE
      FEES FOR THE ANNUAL CAR SHOW ON JUNE 3, 2023. Pg. 48

5. Proclamations
   
   A. A PROCLAMATION BY THE LIVINGSTON CITY COMMISSION, DECLARING MAY 20,
      2023, AS NATIONAL KIDS TO PARK DAY IN LIVINGSTON MONTANA. Pg. 55
   
   B. A PROCLAMATION OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF LIVINGSTON, MONTANA,
      RECOGNIZING NATIONAL PUBLIC WORKS WEEK MAY 21-27, 2023. Pg. 57
   
   C. A PROCLAMATION OF THE CITY COMMISSION DECLARING ACCEPTANCE AND
      OPENNESS AMONG ALL OUR CITIZENS. Pg. 59

6. Scheduled Public Comment
   
   A. COMMUNITY SUPPORT TEAM INTRODUCTION TO COMMISSION
   
   B. RECREATION DEPARTMENT UPDATE
   
   C. SHANE CENTER PAVILLION PRESENTATION Pg. 61
7. Public Hearings

*Individuals are reminded that testimony at a public hearing should be relevant, material, and not repetitious. (MCA 7-1-4131 and Livingston City Code Section 2-21)*

A. AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF LIVINGSTON, MONTANA, AMENDING CHAPTER 30 OF THE LIVINGSTON MUNICIPAL CODE ENTITLED ZONING BY MAKING TEXT AMENDMENTS PERTAINING TO ZONING CODE CHAPTER 30 ARTICLE II. DEFINITIONS, SECTION 30.30 DISTRICT DESCRIPTIONS, TABLE 30.40 LIST OF USES, TABLE 30.41 RESIDENTIAL DENSITY REQUIREMENTS, AND SECTION 30.51 OFF-STREET PARKING AND LOADING ZONES.

8. Ordinances

9. Resolutions

A. RESOLUTION NO. 5090: A RESOLUTION RELATING TO SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT BOND (SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NO. 181), SERIES 2023; FIXING THE FORM AND DETAILS AND PROVIDING FOR THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY THEREOF AND SECURITY THEREFOR AND PROVIDING FOR A LOAN FROM DNRC.

B. RESOLUTION NO. 5091: A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF LIVINGSTON CITY COMMISSION AUTHORIZING THE CITY MANAGER TO SIGN A CONTRACT WITH THE ABBI AGENCY FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TO UPDATE THE CITY LOGO AND BRANDING FOR THE CITY OF LIVINGSTON.

10. Action Items

A. DISCUSS/APPROVE/DENY: SPECIAL EXCEPTION PERMIT REQUEST FROM SHANE LELANI CENTER.

B. CLOSED SESSION PURSUANT TO MONTANA CODE ANNOTATED 2-3-203(3).

11. City Manager Comment

12. City Commission Comments

13. Adjournment

Calendar of Events

Supplemental Material

Notice

- Public Comment: The public can speak about an item on the agenda during discussion of that item by coming up to the table or podium, signing-in, and then waiting to be recognized by the Chairman. Individuals are reminded that public comments should be limited to items over which the City Commission has supervision, control, jurisdiction, or advisory power (MCA 2-3-202).
• Meeting Recording: An audio and/or video recording of the meeting, or any portion thereof, may be purchased by contacting the City Administration. The City does not warrant the audio and/or video recording as to content, quality, or clarity.

• Special Accommodation: If you need special accommodations to attend or participate in our meeting, please contact the Fire Department at least 24 hours in advance of the specific meeting you are planning on attending.